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TRANSMISSIONS FROM THE PLAYA
Dear Burning Man,

Humbled gratitude for all your blessings.

Temple, I love you.

All my brothers or sisters of Black Rock City, You are magic.

Thank you for your sharing, creativity, love, inspiration, compassion, everything always.

Peace, love, eternal good vibes.

Namaste, Possum.
The only place I can wake up having been unreasonable and expressly angry drunk and remember a wonderful evening of magic.

IS THAT YOU, LINDA?

Kyleena Halzone

❤️ 2011

BRC
- There is no rebar in the F**k Truck
- Fire burning
- So does the sun
- The confluence of brilliance, creativity, and emptiness. Such for the sake of itself is a wonderful thing.

- Fire tastes hot
- It will get messy, there's no way around it
- Embrace the dust
- Be random, it's more fun (please suck)
- F**k judging
- Sometimes, the best music in the world is the sound of a marching band, progressive house, Michael Jackson, a drum circle, and a dust storm Happening simultaneously.
- If you see more than 5% you're missing a lot because you're moving too fast.
- Running a theme camp is a whole lot of work, and is immensely satisfying, especially when it's The Last Pugmen.

Just because it's on the playa doesn't mean it's SAFE! But... SAFETY THIRD!

- Never wear sequin panties for a playa walk

Please explain
First day on the playa and starting to settle in. Enjoying a snow cone on a couch in the shade. Feeling a little overwhelmed but excited and full of life. Wondering what the week will reveal to me. Creation and destruction I presume, but only time will tell what will come in this crazy world of debauchery. Play nice my friends.

"Play Nice"

Old nomenclature from this.

Cooling off with a snow cone in the shadow on a couch. I am having a wonderful experience. I'm glad to be home.

Joyce Wilson
Loveland, NV

Love the vibe, the smiles, and the snow cones.

Kim Bennett
Fire camp 5:00
(Station 5)
I dreamt myself on a rowboat, navigating a placid pond. The waters were dim, not with the natural detritus of woodland lakes, but with some thick slime of industry such as oil or grease.

Looking over the side, I was at once repulsed by the grime and filled with the desire to dive overside. Upon looking into the depths, however, I saw that suspended in the water were all manner of bladed instruments - cutlery and tools. I distinctly remember a hack saw and steak knives. Then I woke up.
Penguins are awesome.
Let it in, accept it
as you, what ever you don't
love you have the power to change.
Mist not want not!
This week at the playa will be used
to heal, to cleanse my soul, to find the
strength I need to not only make a very
difficult decision (that would impact a
family significantly) - but to also carry
through with that decision.

I will be silent no more.
I will not keep your secrets or decry.
I will not be complicit in your betrayal.

Only through open communication
Can any of us understand how
I could not have chosen to camp next to a better group of people. Keeping us cool with the snowcones and classy with the dark chocolate and wine. And live music! Thank you and much love.

Marc Putnam
FROUBLE DEATH
+
CLEVER JUXTAPOSITION

BURNING MAN!!
= GREAT FUN
it's too hot to go all the way to G + 7:15 for root beer floats.
I love that you were here to snow cone me 😘

I'm glad you came by!
WRITE

SOMETHING

HERE
Virgin Writer Here,

BM is the shit,
all is kind, compassionate people

BM (BOWEL MOVEMENT)
I.E. THE SHIT

Don't meet me!

The penguins are not lost.
We found them here!
Thanks for a great time!
Congrats Sarah + Rob!

Love,

Sarah

So glad you all made the long journey from north,
Congrats to Sarah + Rob

Josh
GOD IS YOU ARE GOD
Is You Are God IS
You Are God IS You Are
God IS You Are God
Is You Are God IS
You Are God IS You Are
God IS You Are God
Is You Are God IS
You Are God IS You Are
God IS You Are God
Is You Are God IS
You Are God IS You Are
God IS You Are God

Bernard Deschatelets
God Has Been
Cancelled this week due to
Lack of Interest.

A Controversy Here
Just passing through. It's what I do, but am thrilled to have stopped here for a short while. Thanks to Paityn and The Last Penguin. -Roger, Santa Cruz, CA
I would like to experience every thing it can. In the twice that I have had back, or only whether I have or any thing you have made a difference. Do live it up. (Disco Blush)

Virgin Borner
Day 4 on the Playa. A little cranky & tired but sno-cone hit the spot. Hope to catch up with Drake & Baby G and even Oregon kids.

Capt. Apocalypse

HAVE SOME MORE CRANK AND YOU WILL LAP THEM IN NO TIME
Am I dreaming???

Only one way to find out –
But how?
Oh, yes.
SOMETHING VERY
GOOD OR VERY BAD IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN...
Thank you! Love, Cafe
Kisses Jon

You're welcome! - AG
Look Lion
Invisible In
Now Narnia
And Announces
Rematerialize Roar
Virgin Burner but not a
Virgin to the Vibes!!

Thank you Lost Pengu
BINDI WAS HERE!

XOXO APPARENTLY!

[Signature]
"7 Days on the Playa"
By Daniel Towne
Who the f**k is Aidan? And why should
A VALID QUESTION
El rise?
Happiness is a marriage of the right man, the right time, hard work, and good health. Always be 9-1-02.
In another world
where our cars can
look star-spangled
spinn wheels
with our teeth.

my ratcream
Dream

Tim...
Thank you for the snow cone, even though it didn't fit in my water bottle.
The snow cone was awesome, thanks so much & stay chill penguins!

I'm surrounded by nuts!